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Particle-Hole excitations

Hartree-Fock state 1 particle-1 hole (1p1h) state

2 particle-2 hole (2p2h) state
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Tamm-Dancoff Approximation

Assume:

(superposition of 1p1h states)

Tamm-Dancoff equation

residual 

interaction
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vibration:

residual 

interaction



TDA on a schematic model 

Separable interaction:

Tamm-Dancoff equation:

or
(TDA dispersion relation)



(separable interaction)

suppose (separable form)



Graphical solutions

(note) in the degenerate limit:

coherent superpositon of 1p1h states



Iso-scalar type modes: (attractive)

Iso-vector type modes: (repulsive)

Experimental systematics:

IV GDR:                               (MeV) 

IS GQR:                               (MeV) 

(note) single particle potential:

197Au



=

Direct term Exchange term

(no charge exchange)



Random Phase Approximation

(superposition of 1p1h states)

Tamm-Dancoff Approximation:

Drawbacks:

No influence of  v in the ground state

Interaction is essential in 

describing collective excitations 

Energy Weighted Sum Rule is violated in TDA

Admixture of the spurious modes with the physical excitation modes

HF Broken Symmetries (CM localization, rotation,…….)

Restoration of broken symmetries Goldstone mode

(spurious motion)



(superposition of 1p1h states)

A better approximation: the random phase approximation (RPA)

smearing of Fermi surface due to the 

residual interaction (g.s. correlation)

h p



RPA on a schematic model 

Separable interaction:

(RPA dispersion relation)

Cf. TDA dispersion relation:



Spurious motion in RPA 

Mean-Field Approximation Broken symmetiries

Center of mass localization        (single center)

Rotational motion

Restoration of broken symmetries

Zero mode (Nambu-Goldstone mode)

RPA

if

Then       is a solution of RPA with E=0  

The physical solutions are exactly separated out from 

the spurious modes. 



Comparison between Skyrme-(Q)RPA calculation and exp. data

K. Yoshida

and T. Nakatsukasa,

PRC83(‘11)021304

photo-absorption

cross section

(GDR)



Low-lying excited states in even-even nuclei are collective excitations, 

and strongly reflect the pairing correlation and shell strucuture

low-lying collective states



Single-particle transition (Weisskopf unit)

3.74 3-

40Ca

27.66 W.u.

1.45 2+

58Ni

10.4 W.u.

2.62 3-

208Pb

33.96 W.u.

0+
0+ 0+
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